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From the Principal

Up Coming Events
MONDAY 15th NOVEMBER
Pupil Free Day - Staff Planning
THURSDAY 18th NOVEMBER
SACSA Table Tennis- Years 5-6 Selected Students
FRIDAY 19th NOVEMBER
SACSA Table Tennis- Years 7-8 Selected Students
THURSDAY 25th NOVEMBER
MTCS Bottle Rockets Competition - 11am
FRIDAY 26th NOVEMBER
Year 12 Graduation Dinner - Windy Point Restaurant
7pm
THURSDAY 2nd DECEMBER
End of Year Excursion
F-7 Funtopia - 8-12 West Beach Adventure
FRIDAY 3rd DECEMBER
End of Year Service 6.30pm Lobethal Town Hall
WEDNESDAY 8th DECEMBER
First Aid Training , 9am for staff and senior students

This is an age where information abounds, yet
also where ignorance and deception seems
to be flourishing. There is now access to any
amount of opinion, commentary and analysis
on any subject it is possible to think about, in
most cases at the mere click of a computer
mouse. However, despite this wealth of
information, it is not always easy to get clarity
and understanding amidst competing details
and opinions. In such a situation, and at such a
time as this, the crucial issue is the source from
which information has come.
The source of information has always been
important as a validation of the information
gained. If the source of information is sound it
is highly likely the information obtained will be
sound. If the source is “dodgy”, there should
be no surprises if the information from such a
source is dodgy too.
The Scripture passage for this term, in
Matthew 7:15-23, has a focus on the nature
and effect of sources. Jesus indicates that the
nature of the source determines the substance
of what is obtained. To illustrate this, Jesus
Continued.....
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refers to the evidence from what is true about
fruit trees. The quality of the fruit reflects the
quality of the tree from which it has come.
Jesus said, “a good tree bears good fruit, but
a bad tree bears bad fruit” (v17) and for this
reason, “by their fruits you will know them”.
However, there is a challenge implicit in this
understanding about sources and fruit. The
challenge is that fruit takes time to manifest
itself and develop. So, what can you do
with the demands of decision making when
the fruit to validate the source is unknown
or unavailable? The answer is to assess the
source against the evidence of previous
outcomes.
To confidently rely on the truth-claims we
hear today, we must check what the source
has previously declared or claimed. In this
way any good fruit from past claims is a guide
to the likely good fruit in the present or
future. However, if no such trail of past fruit is
available for validation, and the present fruit
is yet to appear, it is better to rely on another
source where the evidence to give assurance
of trustworthiness is not lacking.
Today, more than ever before, the warning
of Jesus about truth claims must be headed.
This warning emphasizes that the validation of
truth claims is not how convincing they sound,
but how credible is their source. For truth
claims, it’s the source that determines the
substance.
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Jump Rope for Heart
With Mrs Sklenar

In term three the year F-4 students
participated in ‘Jump Rope for Heart’.
Students learnt how to do skipping tricks and
new skipping techniques, including criss-cross,
scissors and jumping on one foot.
Students did ‘Jump Rope for Heart’ to
improve skipping skills and fitness. In this
process, they raised $804.65 for the Heart
Foundation.
Yozi Ziegelmann - My favourite part was the 30
second challenge
Salvatore Balacco - I enjoyed the long rope
Joel Brosille - I was very good at doing the
double trick
Marie Trinkle - I enjoyed the 10 second
challenge
Azayla Ziegelmann - I was quick at running into
the long rope
Florence Brosille - I learnt to do criss-cross at
school and practised at home
Reuben Trinkle - I liked counting how many
skips I could do
Indy Sklenar - I became really good at criss
cross

Volley Ball Coaching
Sporting Schools Grant

Students are well underway with volley ball
training, thanks to a grant from Sporting
Schools. The students are having a ball, with
special thanks to the coaches, Lewis WhileySmith and Zen Rinaldo.
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Beach Volleyball Competition
Glenelg

On Monday and Wednesday of week 5, our
6-9 and 10-12 volleyball teams were privileged
to attend Volleyball South Australia’s Schools
Beach Festival.
Both teams played well and put up some
good competition. Our open girls, who played
in division one, lost their first two games
against a Heathfield team and a Brighton
Team, but won their next two against a second
Heathfield team and a Parafield Gardens team.
They showed excellent sportsmanship and a
good team spirit.
While the 6-9 girls won their first five games,
making a strong recovery after having stated
the quarter finals on their back foot, they
unfortunately lost their semi-final by one point
to Cabra Dominican College. Overall, students
had a great time playing in the sunshine while
everyone else was hard at work back in the
classroom.

Guest Speaker
Mark Wilson

The visit this week from Mark Wilson and his
wife Sue was refreshing and timely, as well
as totally absorbing and fascinating. They
presented captivating images, engrossing
artefacts, and a riveting account of his Biblical
archaeological tours.
The artefacts included a replica of a
spectacular golden head covering. This
belonged to Pharaoh Tutankhamun, as it had
been discovered, untouched for thousands of
years, within his sarcophagus. Other artefacts
included a number of clay tablets and cylinders
with text written in ancient scripts, showing
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textual evidence of many historical figures and
events written about in the Bible. Some names
recorded in these ancient texts were King
David, Hezekiah and Pontius Pilate.
In addition, Mark showed us photographs
of King Hezekiah’s famous tunnel which
preserved Jerusalem against the siege of
the Assyrian king Sennacherib in 701 B.C.
Photographs of several ‘tels’ in Israel, were
shown and an informative aerial photograph of
the Elah Valley where David fought Goliath.
The visual pictures together with informative
discussion made it much clearer for students
to understand the nature of the struggles
between Israel and the Philistines in those
Biblical times so long ago.
Mark explained the way these archaeological
discoveries confirm the authority of the
Biblical text. They provide alternative recorded
accounts and evidence of people and events,
including the Flood, that we know from the
Bible. It is marvelous and miraculous that the
Bible has been preserved for humanity and
handed down to us unchanged for thousands
of years.
We thank Mark for taking the time to share his
experiences with us.
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Home Economics

With Mrs Trinkle and Mrs Ziegelmann

The students in Years 8-10 have been doing
food tech with Mrs Trinkle.
Students are able to cook a meal for their
families every Thursday.
This Thursday, students cooked a German
meal of Spatzle (German egg noodle), roast
beef, and poppy seed/cheesecake twists for
desert.
Yum!

Student Free Day
Monday 15th November

Monday 15th November is a non-student, Staff
Planning Day at MTCS. The School Board has
made this day available to staff so that they
can use this block of time to consider School
improvement and development ideas for 2022
and into the future. All schools allocate such
times for staff on a regular basis as a necessary
part of school improvement. The outcomes
from this planning time will be reported to
parents and students, as appropriate.

MTCS Bottle Rocket
Competition

The MTCS Bottle Rocket Competition will
be taking place on Thursday 25th November
beginning at 11am on the School oval.
Students will be sent the guidelines for the
creation of their rockets.
Parents are welcome to join us, a BBQ lunch
will be provided on the day.		
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A New Addition at MTCS
Playground Equipment

This week the much awaited rope climbing
addition for our playground commenced.
So far the cement piers to anchor the rope
structure have been put in place. Our students
are awaiting in eager anticipation for the ropes
to be put in place according to the design
opposite.

Foundation Transitions
With Mrs Everett

This week we welcomed our new foundation
students for 2022.
•

Joseph Balacco

•

Matthew Trinkle

•

Sarah Blue Prichici

•

Douglas Schrapel (first visit next week)

These students will be visiting the School on
Wednesdays, for the next two weeks.

Year 12 Graduation
Monica Allen

Congratulations to Monica Allen who
completed her year 12 studies this week with
her final exam on Tuesday.
We congratulate Monica for her perseverance
and diligence and look forward to rejoicing
with her in her success.
Well done Monica, you have been an asset to
our School through your example and positive
influence as our School Captain.
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Ginger Bread Houses
With Mrs Trinkle

Students have been busy at work getting into
the spirit of Christmas by making ginger bread
houses with Mrs Trinkle.
The creativity flowed as they made their artistic
and delicious ginger bread houses. Yum!
Every house was unique with one even having
lights inside!
The houses will be available for purchase
in a couple of weeks. They will be sold at a
stall outside of Coopers in Mt Torrens. More
information will follow.
The houses are on display in the Assembly Hall
for viewing.

39 Prescott Street
Mount Torrens SA 5244
(08) 8389 4255
reception@mtcs.sa.edu.au
www.mtcs.sa.edu.au
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